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Abstract (max. 2000 char.): 
 
This report is part of the research project entitled  
“Eksperimentel vingeforskning: Strukturelle mekanismer i 
nutidens og fremtidens store vinger under kombineret last” 
where a 34m wind turbine blade from SSP-Technology A/S 
was tested in combined flap and edgewise load. The applied 
load is 55% of an imaginary extreme event based on the 
certification load of the blade. 
This report describes the reason for choosing the loads and the 
load direction and the method of applying the loads to the 
blade. A novel load introduction allows the blade to deform in a 
more realistic manner, allowing the observation of e.g. 
transverse shear distortion. 
The global and local deformation of the blade as well as the 
blades’ respond to repeated tests has been studied and the result 
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 Terms and Definitions  










Figure 0.1. Picture of a blade cross-section indicating construction elements  
 
Definitions 
Blade root: Part of the wind turbine blade that is closest to the rig 
Box girder: Primary lengthwise structural member of a wind turbine 
blade 
Edgewise: Direction that is parallel to the local chord of the blade 
Flapwise: Direction that is perpendicular to the surface swept by the 
non-deformed rotor blade axis 
Trailing edge (TE): Edge of blade pointing opposite travelling direction  
Leading edge (LE): Smooth edge of blade pointing the travelling direction 
FEM: Finite Element Method 
 
Table 0.1. Loading directions with respect to the blade 
Load case 
PTS   - pressure side towards suction side 
STP   - suction side towards pressure side 
TTL   - trailing edge towards leading edge
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Figure 0.2. Coordinate system. 
The x-axis is directed in edgewise (wind) direction, positive towards leading edge.  
The y-axis is in flapwise direction, positive in direction from pressure to suction 
side.  The z-axis is along the blade, pointed from the root of the blade, as indicated 
in Figure 0.2.  
 
Measurement equipment 
Strain gauges (SG) 
UD Unidirectional (0° in longitudinal direction) 
Bx Biax (0°/90°) 
Tx Triax-Rosette (0°/45°/90°) 
Back to back One strain gauge on each (inner and outer) side of the blade 
 
Linear transducers (LT) 
LT-ASM Length Transducer from ASM – Cable actuated position sensors 
LT-NT Length Transducer from NovoTechnik 
 
Optical measurement 
DIC: Digital Image Correlation 
Aramis: 3D-DIC-system from GOM (www.gom.com) 
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 1. Introduction 
For decades, wind turbine blade design and test methods have been based on 
flapwise and edgewise loading. This seems reasonable because these are the main 
directions of the blade profile. The assumption might be appropriate for small 
blades, but for larger blades the edgewise loads become more important. Recent 
results have shown that the loads in other directions than pure flap- or edgewise 
appear to have major importance. 
The majority of blades in use today are designed on this basis, but in spite of the 
structural analyses and full scale tests performed on wind turbine blades, damages 
still occur. Therefore it could be questioned if the foundations of the design rules 
are sufficient and a topic subject to critical questions is the loads and their direction 
used for  full scale tests. 
This report describes the tests performed with the blade exposed to a combined 
flap- and edgewise loads.  It is the third and last data report included in the EUDP 
project “Eksperimentel vingeforskning: Strukturelle mekanismer i nutidens og 
fremtidens store vinger under kombineret last”. The report is divided into two 
parts. In the first part (chapter 2 and 3), the test setup, loads, measurement 
equipment etc. are described and in the second part (chapter 4) the result are 
presented. 
In the first data report, ref. [1], a general and more detailed description of the 
measurements, the measurement equipment and basic conditions for the test is 
presented, and therefore  it will be referred to this report concerning these matters. 
2. Background for and choosing the load 
and load direction 
The loads the wind turbine blades are designed to carry are derived from 
aeroelastic analyses. These analyses are carried out for a large number of load 
cases, but it is not feasible to perform structural analyse for each of these load 
cases. Instead the biggest loads are sorted out and found for both edgewise and 
flapwise direction at each section of the blade, and the design loads are composed 
from these. 
Experience has shown that if the loads are extracted by this method, it is not certain 
the blade is designed according to the numerically biggest load or the most critical 
loads for the structure. 
The traditional structural analysis of wind turbine blade has been based on 
calculation of stress or strain in the material and elastic instability of cap and web. 
New research (ref.[3]) revealed that there occur failure mechanisms which have not 
been accounted for.  
FEM calculations indicated that those failure mechanisms may be sensitive to 
direction of the critical load. Failure is difficult to predict by FEM studies alone, 
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 therefore it is important to perform experimental test as well in order to make sure 
that the analytical and/or numerical studies are interpreted correctly.  
The consideration made for this test were to choose loads of the similar size as the 
flapwise loads and apply the load at an angle to the flapwise direction, which 
according to the FEM calculation seems to be critical. Unfortunately, there is no 
available examination of the loads variation as function of the load direction and no 
full scale test results is available exploring the impact on the blade deformation 
caused by the load direction.  
A part of this project has therefore been to explore which loads were appropriate to 
use in the examination of the blade in the combined load case.  For the SSP 34m 
blade the only loads released are the extreme loads in flap and edgewise direction. 
The calculation of the loads has not been disclosed. 
The ideal case would be to perform load calculations for the blade and from these 
calculations choose suitable load direction where the load is an angle with respect 
to the main direction on the blade.  Such studies demand bigger resources than this 
project allows for. 
As the overall purpose was to clarify how the blade reacts to different load 
directions, and not to examine its ability to withstand critical loads, it is sufficient 
to apply the loads are that similar the real situation. The determination of the 
loading on the blade was performed in a simplified way.  It was done by summing 





Figure 2.1. Pressure distribution on an aerodynamic profile generating the aerodynamic loads. 
 
The typical load in the flapwise direction is the aero dynamical load as shown in 
Figure 2.1. As the profile is moving towards the wind at an angle, the resulting 
aerodynamic force is mainly directed flapwise with a small angle towards the 
leading edge. 
In the edgewise case the typical loads are gravity load and dynamic loads which 
e.g. arise by an emergency stop of the turbine. During operation the gravity load 
changes sign and the direction depends on the pitched of the blade ..The dynamic 
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 load from the emergency stop is often towards the leading edge. Therefore, 
edgewise loads on blade will usually be the largest towards the leading edge. 
A combination of the highest flapwise load towards suction side and the highest 
edgewise load towards trailing edge results in load at an angle of aprox. 30° with 
respect to the cord of the blade and directed towards the leading edge. 
Moreover, at this angle the performed numerical structural analyses predict that 
new failure mechanism may be prevailing. Therefore, it was decided to carry out 
the test with the load applied in this direction. The size and distribution of the load 
is calculated from the edgewise and flapwise loads, see Section 3.1. 
Further calculation based on the loads can reveal how well these loads resemble a 
real load situation. As previous mentioned it was not feasible to perform these 
calculations within the frame of this project. Therefore it is suggested, as a follow 
up, to carry out the analysis on the basis of the loads for the SSP 34m blade 
forming a general view of critical loads and load direction and comparing these 
with the load and the load direction in the performed test. 
3. Experimental Procedure 
As mentioned in the introduction, the experiment presented in this report is a part 
of a series of experiments within the project, and in this chapter a presentation of  
the test conditions which are distinct for the combined test are made. A description 
of the basic conditions and measuring methods as well as the test setup and 
preparation of the test can be found in the “Data report 1”, ref [1]. It covers, among 
others: 
• Description of the test rig and winches 
• Compensation for blade mass 
• Measuring system for strain gauges 
• Measuring of deflection with linear censors. 
• Digital image correlation (DIC) measurements of surface deformations on 
the blade. 
• Data acquisition. 
3.1   Loads 
In the test the blade is loaded with a combined flap- and edgewise load. The 
applied forces are presented in Table 3.1. These values are defined in relation to the 
Risø load, which is considered the extreme load, and for this project is defined as 
the design load multiplied by a factor of 1.23. The background for this factor is 
experience of a similar blade, which has carried such amount of load (in flapwise 
direction) before it failed, see ref. [3] The experiment consists of two separate test 
series where the load was increased to 35 % and 55 % of the Risø load 
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 respectively. Original is was only planned to test at the 35 % load due to the 
capability of the test rig, but as the test rig was reinforced during the project it was 
decided to carry out at second experiment with 55 % load. 
Table 3.1. The forces incl. mass of blade applied in the investigated combined load case. 
 Section of application 
[m from the root] 
Applied force [N] 
35 % 
Applied force [N]  55 % 
 13.21 30300  47700 
18.61 28200  44300 





Figure 3.1. Photo of the blade bolted to the test rig. The tip has been cut off, so only 25m is 
tested. The blade is loaded at an angle of 30o to the flapwise direction, simulating a 
combined flap- and edgewise loads. 
For the combined load test, the blade is mounted on the test rig as shown in Figure 
3.1. This is different from the previous tests, and required some efforts as the setup 
and handling of blade are a rather elaborate process. In this position the force can 
be applied to the suction side of the blade in a plane that is 30o from the flapwise 
plane, in the direction towards the leading edge. 
In order to allow comparison with the previous tests, the load caused by the gravity 
force needed to be considered while establishing the applied load. The gravity load 
was accounted for by reducing the values of the applied load. The gravity load was 
represented by forces acting on the blade in the same three sections at which the 
test load is applied. Moreover, the truncated tip needed to be compensated for, and 
therefore, a preloading was applied at the tip in order to account for the forces from 
the missing part. The calculations and adjustments made are presented in ref. [1]. 
After applying the preloading and the adjustment forces, all the measuring 
equipment excluding the measurement of the applied forces was set to zero. Due to 
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 the gravity load (including the tip preloading) and adjustment, the measurements 
were started at 12.5% of the Risø load.  
3.2   Measurements 
The experimental methods used in the tests include a large number of strain gauges 
and displacement sensors. Moreover, an advanced 3D optical measuring system 
(DIC) and acoustic emission equipment has been used. A description of the data 
acquisition system and measurement equipment as well as how the tests were 
performed can be found in ref.[1]. At the pull to 55% Risø load, the blade was also 
monitored by acoustic emission. 
In the first pull at 35% load all the measurement equipment were included, but in 
the second pull at 55% load only some of the strain gauges where included. 
The results from these measurements presented by Graph Tool can be found in 
Appendix B. Appendix A gives an overview of the placement of all the 
measurement equipment. 
The direction of the strain with respect to the blade are 1 - longitudinal direction, 2 







Figure 3.2. Directions of the strain measurements with respect to the blade.  
For further, detailed explanation of the measurement equipment positioning see ref. 
[1] and [2].  
3.3 Considerations regarding the winch 
Due to the new position of the blade in the test rig and the higher loads, that are 
applied in the combined load case, the global deflection of the blade will be much 
higher compared to the edgewise testing. This must be considered in the 
preparation of the experiment. 
The deformation of the blade was analyzed using FEM. The results of the global 
deformation were used to plan the new setup for the winches and wires to ensure 
there was enough space for the planned deformation of the blade. It was necessary 
to investigate if there is enough span for the blade to be able to be deflected to 
approx. 80 % percent of the capacity leaving space for measuring equipment. Due 
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 to the higher loads, it was necessary to change the wire loop of the third winch, and 
a part of the wire loop consists of 0.8 meters of force transducers and connections 
between elements, which needs to be taken into consideration.  
In Figure 3.3, the global deflections the blade profile calculated by FEM is plotted 
together with the winch in the three positions: undeformed, 40% load and 80% 
load. It is apparent that, due to the characteristics of the blade stiffness, the blade 
will not only deflect in the direction the force is applied, but also deflect 
horizontally. However, this will to a certain extend be prevented during the test, 
because the wire from the winch will pull it back against the neutral position.  
The deflection towards the root end is about 0.18 m, and even if this seems to be a 
small deflection, the winch is not designed for high loads at an angle in the 
longitudinal direction of the blade. Therefore the foundation for the winch is 
adjusted so that wire is vertical in transverse direction at maximum load. 
 
 
Figure 3.3. Global deformation of the blade at the 25 m section. The position of the deflected 
wing is plotted together with the winch. Since the tip deflects the most we are 
interested in how it behaves compared to the winch. 
3.4 Load application 
In the edgewise test, ref. [1], a novel method for the load application was used. The 
new method allows the blade to deform without limitation and makes it possible to 
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 test the blade in relation to new failure mechanisms. In the test combined loading, 
these failure mechanisms are also significant, and therefore it is important to use a 
load introduction which exhibits similar properties. 
The method for load application used in the edgewise test is presented in Figure 
3.4. This is a specially shaped steel fitting which is bonded to the blade with epoxy 
adhesive.  
 
                  
 
 
Figure 3.4. Load introduction used in edgewise test. The loads are transferred to blade using a 
bonded steel fitting. 
This type of connection is suited for transferring the load as shear forces in the 
bond line, but in the combined load case, the bond is also exposed to peel forces. In 
the present test, the fitting is not loaded centrally. This is because the fitting is 
bonded to the blade in the position of the main reinforcement, but if the load is 
acting through the center of this field, the load will not act through the shear center 
of the blade profile, and by this introduces torsion in the blade. This must be 
avoided, and it implies that load cannot be applied centrally to the steel fitting. This 
is reflected in an uneven distribution of peel stress across the steel fitting, which 
will cause a stress concentration in the edge of steel fitting. The disadvantage of a 
bond connection is, that is does not exhibit any particular plastic deformation 
before failure. Therefore it will not present any warning if the bond is overloaded, 
and in the case the stress concentration causes a crack at the edge of the steel 
fitting, there is a risk for the crack to propagate very fast, and a unexpected failure 
of the load introduction can occur.  
Several possibilities for load introduction have been investigated, which provides 
the need freedom of deformation for the blade, but does not depend on the strength 
of bond line. One suggestion is shown in Figure 3.5a, which consist of an anchor 
plates on each side of the profile. The load is transferred between the anchor plates 
using steel rods. Unfortunately the arrangement does not allow the determination of 
distribution of the load between two side of the profile, and this is important the 
results from the full scale test are going to be compared to a FEM analysis. 
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 Another method is shown in Figure 3.5b. This utilizes one anchor plate only, but 
this is connected to steel plates inside the blade. With this solution however one 
has to perforate the main reinforcement, which is not considered an issue for the 
SSP 34 m blade since the stresses in the main reinforcement are relative low. 
Another thing to consider when transferring the load to only one side of the profile, 
is the webs, which may be overloaded, because they distribute the load between the 
suction and pressure side of the blade. However this has been investigated by FEM 
analysis, and no risk of failure was indicated. 
Considering all aspects it was decided to only use one anchor plate, and transfer the 
load to one side of the blade. Foremost in order to avoid the uncertainty regarding 
the distribution of the loads, and thereby the uncertainty of the blade behaviour 
caused by the load introduction. It was also considered too complicated and time 
consuming to establish the solution with two connected anchor plates within the 
project. 
As mentioned, when the loads are introduced to a single side of the blade, there is a 
risk of failure in the bond line between the anchor plate and the blade. This was 
solved with a revised version of the load introduction shown in Figure 3.5b. With 
this solution it has been selected to reinforce the bond line between the blade and 
the anchor plate in the part where the largest peel stresses were expected to occur. 
In the tip it was solved by placing a steel bar inside the blade and fastening this to 
the anchor plates with bolts through the main reinforcement. The other sections of 
the blade, the  load introduction were reinforced with special screws fastened to the 
main laminate though holes in the anchor plate.   The connection  has been tested 
with a similar type of glassfiber laminate and it showed adequate strength. 
 
Fig. b Fig. a 
 
Figure 3.5. Fig. a: Load introduction with steel plates on both suction and pressure side of the 
blade and steel rods on each side of the web connecting the steel plates. Fig. b: Bonded 
steel plate with internal steel bars bolted through the cap to the steel plate. The dotted 
arrow indicates possible stress concentration in the bonding line. 
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 4. Results 
 This chapter presents findings from pulls performed in the combined load case. 
The first pulls were performed at 35% Risø load. Such value was selected as this 
would not cause any risk of failure to the blade and more pulls were expected in 
order to give measurements from all the strain gauges. After the 35% Risø load 
pulls were performed, the load was increased to 55% Risø load, where the risk for 
failure was much higher.  presents the individual pulls and their order. 
Table 4.1. List of tests carried out in combined load case and presented in this data report 







Ecombined_300810 35% 300810   
Ecombined_010910 35% 010910   
Ecombined_020910 35% 020910   
Ecombined_070910 55% 070910 4m -6m   S 4.5m and 10.5m  S 
 
Combined load test have not been carried out at Risø before and therefore 
precaution was taken in case the blade might fail. The blade was monitored with 
DIC and AE during the pull reaching 55% Risø load. This pull was performed 
without any indication of damage in the blade. The acoustic emission measurement 
was performed because it would detect if the blade was damaged during test.  
The results from the AE measurements can be found in Appendix C and the main 
conclusions from these were: 
- More activity at 10.5m than 4m 
- Only one significant event detected (at 55% load at 10.5m) 
- Only limited activity during the long load hold/unload sequence (therefore no 




Figure 4.1. Snapshot of DIC measurement between 4m and 6m suction side section in the 
combined load case at 55% Risø load 
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The DIC measurement (The DIC measurement method is described in data report 
ref. [1]), was performed between 4m and 6m sections on the suction side. This was 
motivated by the previous measurements, which indicated that something might 
happen in this region.  is a snapshot from the DIC measurements at 55% Risø load 
presenting the horizontal displacement. This snapshot includes both the global and 
local deformation in the horizontal direction and further treatment is required to 
extract more relevant information. 
 
Before testing the combined load case, finite element analysis (FEA) was 
performed in order to predict possible failure of the blade. It indicated buckling of 
the cap at approximately 3.5m and 9m for load reaching 90% to 100% Risø load. 
The deformation of the cap centre with respect to the box corners between cap and 
panels, are extracted from the FE calculation and presented in Appendix G. These 
results are the same deformation as measured by the length transducers (LT-NT) 
placed on the outside of the cap. The method for placing the LT-NT frames is 
illustrated in . 
 
 
Figure 4.2. Photo presenting the method for placing the LT-NT frames 
 
The FEM and experimental results at 55% Risø loads are compared in 9m section 
only since no LT-NT measurements were performed in the 3.5m section. The 
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 Table 4.2.  FEM results of cap deformation at 55% Risø load in 3.5 and 9m section. In 9m 
section the calculated deformations is compared to LT-NT measurements. 
Section (m from the root) 3.5m 9m 
FEM calculation 2.5 mm 3.5mm 
LT-NT measurement  1 mm 
  
The measured suction side cap deformation at 9m is smaller than the predicted by 
FEM and does not indicate buckling at this stage, i.e. 55% of Risø load. This 
difference should be investigated in future work. 
Accompanied by DIC and acoustic emission measurements, numerous other 
measurements were performed. The findings from these are described in this 
chapter. The investigations considered: 
- Load adjustments findings 
- Repeated tests 
- Cap deformation 
- Global flapwise deformation 
- Global trailing edge deformation 
- Transverse shear distortion 
- Deformation in 4m, 7m and 10m sections. (main sections) 
- Strain measurement 
4.1   Load adjustment findings 
As described in ‘Data report 1’, ref. [1], the loads are applied continuously by three 
winches. The frequency regulation of the winch motors was preset in such a way 
that the three loading wires should induce the same % of the Risø load at the three 
load application system. This frequency adjusting is not without drawbacks as the 
regulation is affected by the load on the winches. To perform the test properly, the 
loads were adjusted during testing. Such method proved to be working well during 
the edgewise (LTT) load case tests.  
For the combined load case it is different because the blade is more flexible than in 
the LTT case. The frequency regulation controlling the speed of the wire loading 
FT-3, the load application nearest to the root, could not be reduced sufficiently, 
which caused the adjustment of the loads to be inaccurate.  presents the load at the 
three load application in percentage of the Risø load during the test. It appears 
clearly that the load measured by FT-3 (green) is increasing significantly faster 
than the other two. This is adjusted by reducing this load at FT-3.  
Decreasing load FT-3 increases load at FT-2, i.e. the middle load application point 
(at 18.61m). 
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Figure 4.3. Loads in % of Risø load as a function of time for pull Ecombined_300810. FT-3% is 
the load application nearest to the root. 
The overall reduction of the load during adjusting the forces causes the root 
bending moment to decrease as well.  illustrates this behaviour in the 
Ecombined_300810 test. The graphs show the forces at three load application 
sections in % of Risø load as a function of the root bending moment.   
 
Figure 4.4. Loads in % of Risø load as a function of root moment for Ecombined_300810 test.  
When the loads are not perfectly adjusted it provides the opportunity to examine 
the blade behaviour when the loads are changed and the bending moment is 
reduced in a short period. When the root moment is reduced, the local bending 
moment is reduced as well.  
Presenting the data from the pulls, deformation and strain measurements are 
presented as a function of the local bending moment. The force adjustment is not 
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 very pronounced in the strain results, see Appendix B, but in the deflection it is 
noticeable.  
As an example, the deformation of the panels in 4m is presented in a. It shows 
measurement of the distance between the two panels and here the force adjustments 
are clearly visible, e.g. at the local bending moment 1050kNm and 1350kNm. The 
pattern is that while the local bending moment is reduced the panels’ relative 
deformation remains constant until the local bending moment reaches is previously 
attained value, and then the deformation starts to increase again. This behaviour is 
seen in more ASM measurement of panel’s and web’s deflections see Appendix B. 
Results from two different type of measurement equipment are compared to make 
probable that this behaviour is not caused by the measurement equipment. At 4m 
section, the deformation of the pressure side panel was measured with LT-NT-50-4. 
If this measurement reveals the same behaviour it should confirmed such blade 













Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)













Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-50-4 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)
deflection measured @ 4[m] from root
Ecombined_3008102
Fig. a      Fig. b 
 Figure 4.5. Fig. a Displacement of the panels in 4m section measured with ASM-100-2, Fig. b. 
displacement of the pressure side panel in 4m section measured by LT-NT. See    
position on the blade  
 
 
Figure 4.6. Position of the displacement measurements 
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 As visible in , the same behaviour is seen for both ASM and LT-NT measurements, 
what supports the assumption that this is the behaviour of the panels. However, it 
cannot be surely discarded that it is a problem with the measurement equipment.  
 
4.2   Repeated tests 
For the combined load case until 35% Risø load all deflection measurements were 
repeated three times. The three pulls were performed in order to collect all strain 
measurements data and nothing was rearranged apart from the strain gauge 
connections. There was no change to the blade or deflection measurement 
equipment and these three pulls were performed at three days in a row. All the tests 
were performed in the same manner.   
Repeating measurements allowed examining the reproducibility of the 
measurements and to estimate the effect of the load adjustment. The deflection 
measurement data from the three pulls were plotted together. These results can be 
found in Appendix F.  
It appears that the load adjustment, for most of the measurements, does not 
influence the behaviour of the deformations, even if the deflection clearly does not 
decrease when the bending moment is reduced.   
However, it was noticed that the behaviour of the blade in fact differs when the test 
is repeated. Two kinds of deviation are found. 
The first one occurs mainly in the flexible parts of the blade (panels and web). This 
behaviour is presented in  showing the deformation of the panels in 4m section. It 
can be seen that pull Ecombined_020910 is separated from the two other pulls: 
Ecombined_300810 and Ecombined_01091. It shows the same trend, so it would fit 
together with the two pulls if it was moved parallel 1mm downwards. Such parallel 
behaviour can be seen for more measurements. In  this behaviour is recognized for 
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 Figure 4.7. Data from 3 repeated pulls showing the deformation of the panels in 4m section. Pull 
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Figure 4.8 More measurements at 35% Risø load, showing deviation in repeated pulls, where 
one pull is differencing itself from the others and can be parallel displaced into the 
measurements from the others.  
The second type of change is when the results are not parallel to each other. This 
behaviour can be seen for: 
- Shear distortion in 10m section,  
- Panel deformation in 3m section,  
- Trailing edge web deformation in 7m,  
 
Examination of the above mentioned graphs revealed that the pull 
Ecombined_300810 deviated from the others. The only thing that differed was that 
it was the first one performed after the blade was rotated from testing it in LTT 
case to combined load case.  
 


















 Figure 4.9. Data from 3 repeated pulls showing transverse shear deformation. The data from 
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Figure 4.10. Data from 3 repeated pulls showing the deformation of the panel in 3m section. The 
data from Ecombined_300810 differs from the results from the remaining pulls. 
 

















 Pull Ecombined_300810 
Local bending moment [kNm] 
Pull Ecombined_010910 
Pull Ecombined_020910 
Figure 4.11. Data from 3 repeated pulls showing the trailing edge cap deformation in 7m 
section. Again, the data from Ecombined_300810 deviate. 
In section 0 it was revealed that while the local bending moment was reduced due 
to force adjustment the blade was reluctant to change shape. This indicates that the 
previously tested load case may influence the results of the following one. When 
testing a new load case, the blade might have been pre-deformed slightly from the 
loading direction it has been exposed to, and the adjustment of the shape to the 
existing load case is included in the measurements from following two tests. 
4.3 Cap deformation 
LT-NT displacement measurements were used to measure cap deformation, where 
the displacement transducers were fastened to frames which were supported at the 
box corners, see . These measurements are the displacement of the cap centre with 
respect to the box corners. The box corners are considered fairly stiff, but there 
may come some disturbance from the frame and its support, as it is possible that, 
when bending the blade, the frames may slightly move or bend.  
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NT measurement 
Figure 4.12 Photo presenting LT-NT measurement 
The measurements of the cap deformation are presented in  and . The results 
presented in  are from pressure side cap deformation at 10m and 16m section. The 
graphs include measurements from the three repeated pulls put together.  
It is outstanding that the cap deformation behaves in the same way in all three pulls 
with very small variations in the measurements (at the level of 0.1, 0.2mm). Here, 
it cannot be undoubtedly concluded if this variation comes from the cap behaviour 
or the frames. As it is the same in all three performed pulls it suggests that it is the 




























Figure 4.13. Pressure side cap deformation in 10 and 16m sections. 
 
 presents the suction side cap deformations at 8m, 9m, 10m, 11m and 12m sections, 
and here as well, some interesting cap deformations are indicated. Further study of 
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 4.4  Global vertical and horizontal deflection 
The global behaviour of the blade in both vertical and horizontal direction is 
presented in  and . The results presented here are from pull Ecombined_070910 at 

































Figure 4.16.  Horizontal deflection measured at 55% Risø combined load. The (–) sign indicates 
when the blade is moving towards left seen from the tip (pressure side mostly)  
 
The horizontal displacement is extracted from the measurements, as the measured 
quantity is angled, see the calculation in Appendix E.  
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Figure 4.17. Scheme showing the horizontal displacement. ∆X is the horizontal displacement 
needed and the measured angled displacement is L1 
The horizontal global deflection moves to pressure side starting at the root and 
around 10m turns and moves towards the suction side. The trend line for this 
horizontal deflection was not added, as the measurement does not reveal how the 
horizontal deflection acts in the root region. 
The horizontal displacement at 25m was found via FEM study. The horizontal 
deflection at 25m was not measured in the test so a direct comparison is 
impossible. However, it appears that the result given by FEM is significantly larger 
than experimentally measured displacement.  
Table 4.3. Comparison of horizontal displacement 
 Load Distance from root Horizontal movement 
FEM analyses 40% Risø load 25m 365mm 
Measurements 55% Risø load 22m   28mm 
 
This difference should be investigated in future work. 
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 4.5   Global deformation of trailing edge 
 
Figure 4.18. Scheme presenting the measurement equipment mounted at 10m section. 
The global deflection of the blade in 10m, 16m and 22m sections was measured 
with the measurement equipment placed as demonstrated in . ASM-2000-1, 2000-8 
and 2000-6 measure the movement of the blade towards the floor. 
These measurements do not show the local behaviour of the trailing edge of the 
blade unless we look at the difference between them. The difference between these 
measurements shows how the box and the panels twist horizontally during the test.  
Such results from pull Ecombined_070910 55% Risø load are presented in ,  and . 
Three relative deformations are presented: 
- plot g-e shows the box twisting with respect to point Gs 
- plot e-a shows the twisting of the panels with respect to point Es 
- plot g-a shows the twisting of the blade centreline with respect to Gs 
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 The displacements are found with respect to the points on the suction side. The 
blade section behaviour is presented in ,  and . 
 
In , showing the global behaviour in 10m section, it can be seen that for local 
bending moment below 1000kNm the blade twists counter-clockwise. Then it starts 
turning in the opposite direction and at 1600kNm it is already twisted clockwise 






















Figure 4.20 Sketch of the 10m section showing the blade behaviour during loading 
In 16m section, see , the box twists counter-clockwise (seen from the root) at low 
local bending moment and clockwise when approaching the maximum bending 
moment, whereas the panels move clockwise during the entire loading path. 




















Figure 4.21. Global deformation in 16m section 




Figure 4.22 Sketch of the 16m section showing the blade deformation at 55% Risø load.  
In 22m section, the box and the panels twist in opposite directions, the box counter-


















Figure 4.23. Global deformation in 22m section. 
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Figure 4.24 Sketch of the 22m section showing the blade deformation at 55% Risø load.  
This behaviour of the blade, i.e. changing the tilting direction in 10m section as the 
load is increased and the special way the blade deforms in 22m section, may be 
related to the horizontal forces induced by the load application system when the 
blade moves sideward.  demonstrates the source of the horizontal forces. 
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 4.6 Transverse shear distortion 
The transverse shear distortion was considered an important failure mode, which 
could cause collapse of the blade. This failure mode was therefore followed on real 
time graphs during the pull to 55% Risø load. Transverse shear distortion 
phenomenon is shown schematically in .   
 
 
Figure 4.26. Drawing presenting the transverse shears distortion. 
The transverse shear distortion can be measured in the box diagonals. Therefore, 
displacement transducers (ASM) are placed inside the blade measuring the change 






Figure 4.27. Photo showing the deflection measurements of the transverse shear distortion 
The results from these measurements at 55% Risø load are presented in , where the 
transverse shear distortion is measured in 3m, 4m, 7m and 10m section. 
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deflection measured @ 10[m] from root
Ecombined_07091024
Figure 4.28 Results presenting the transverse shear distortion in 3m, 4m,7m and 10m sections. 
The transverse shear distortion causes the box to twist. The twist shifts from 
clockwise to counter-clockwise at approx.10m section, see sketches of the direction 
of transverse shear deformation in . The sketches are seen from the root and the 
deformations are exaggerated for better illustration. The red shapes resembling 
parallelograms of the distorted box. The webs (vertical lines) are not parallel (see 








    3m section             























     10m section 
Figure 4.29. Sketch showing direction of the twisting of the box caused by the transverse shear 
distortion at different sections of the blade. The deformation is seen from the root. 
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 The measured transverse shear distortion in the different sections is not significant, 
below 3mm change of diagonal lengths in 4m section, where it is pronounced the 
most, and the measured shear deformations are asymmetric, see also . 
The asymmetry of the transverse shear distortion could be due to the deformation 
of the webs. The leading and trailing edge webs do not deform in the same way see 
, , and .  
The transverse shear distortion measurements at 3m, 4m and 7m section up to only 
55% of the Risø load are very steep indicating that there is some instability here. 
The steep region is of the size of 1mm so at this stage it is not possible to conclude 
that the transverse shear distortion can become a serious problem, size the unstable 
behaviour could change to a stable phase.  This will be tested in a coming test 
reaching higher load. 
4.7   Deformations in the main sections 
When preparing the measurements, four sections were chosen as the main sections 
and were heavily instrumented. The four sections are: 3m, 4m, 7m and 10m, where 
the deformations of caps, webs and panels were measured. These deformations are 
illustrated for three of the four sections, see ,  and . The web deformation was not 
measured in 3m section because a maintenance hole in the trailing edge web was 
placed there, as explained in the second data report, ref.[2]  
The deformations are exaggerated for better visualization. The web behaviour, 
illustrated in these sketches, indicates that both webs in 4m as well as 7m sections 
deform inwards, whereas the webs in 10m section deform outwards. Data showing 
this deformation is presented in Appendix D. At the pressure side, the cap 
deformation changes from moving inwards (slightly at 4m) to outwards (7m) and 
then inwards again (10m), whereas the suction side cap deforms outwards in 4m, 
decreased outwards in 7m section and inwards in 10m section. 
 
Figure 4.30. Illustration of the profile deformations in 4m, the deformation pattern is illustrated 
by the red line and is exaggerated to better illustrate the behaviour. 
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 The panel deformations are illustrated as well. The pressure side panel is deforms 
inwards in 4m and 7m sections and outwards in 10m section. 
 
Figure 4.31. Illustration of deformations in 7m section 
 
 Figure 4.32. Illustration of deformations in 10m section 
 
The horizontal displacement of the blade and the positions of the load applications 
have some influence on the profile deformation. To illustrate this, the horizontal 
movement of the blade at the load application positions is presented together with 
the local and global deformations of several sections, see . The local deformations 
are exaggerated for better visualization. In each section they are scaled with the 
same factor giving comparable illustration of the deformations. 
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 Figure 4.33. Overview of local and global deformations as selected sections.  
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 4.8  Strain measurements 
At 35% Risø load all strain gauges mounted on the blade were used. As mentioned 
earlier, three pulls were needed to record them all. Therefore, 35% Risø load level 
for these measurements was chosen in order to prevent damage of the blade.  
Under the studied combined load case, 55% Risø load was expected to be able to 
damage the blade. Thus, this load level was reached once with the strain 
measurements called ‘other group’ were performed.  
In this section, the strain results are presented, both for 35% and 55% Risø load. 
The results 35% for Risø loads are presented where they contain more 
measurements for the studied area or where the 55% Risø loads was not measured. 
The results can be found in Appendix B. 
The strain measurements are presented at the maximum load from the studied pull. 
They are presented as a function of the distance from the root. It needs to be 
underlined that the strain measurements present the change of strain between 13% 
Risø load and the maximum load attained, see chapter 3. 
 
In  the strain measurements in position E are presented at 35% Risø load. The same 
position is presented in  for fewer measurements at 55% load. 
 presents the strain measurements in position F at 35% Risø load. The same 
position is given in  for fewer measurements at 55% Risø load. 
The results measured on the web (points L,M,N,O) at 35% Risø load are presented 
in . 
The strain measurements in the middle of the trailing edge panels are given in . 
Measurements on the panels just above the trailing edge (position B) are presented 
in . 
 and  present the measurement at the trailing edge (A), at 35% Risø load.  presents 
the measurements close to the root. 
 gives the results at the leading edge panels (point H) at 35% Risø load. 
The notation for measurement positions is presented in . 
  








Figure 4.34. Sketch of a blade section presenting the notation of the position and the orientation 
of the blade according to the load direction. 
For the strain measurements presented for the combined load case it is distinct that 
the strain near to the horizontal line passing through the shear centre are small 
compared to  the other side of the blade,  that is measurement from position O, L 
Es, and Ds are small compared to M,N, Ep and Dp. 
 
The results in , ,  and  indicate that two sets of measurements, marked with yellow, 
distinguish from the rest. The first one is the strain measurements placed at 5m on 
the transition area between the box and the trailing edge panels Es, and the second 
one is at the cap centre at 10m section FS. Both measurements are placed on the 
suction side and reveal similar behaviour. 
The strain gauges at 10m, position Fs and 5m, point Es, were examined in order to 
explore if the longitudinal and transversal strains were interchanged. The 
investigation was performed by placing a finger on the actual strain gauge and 
checking which signal responded to the finger temperature. The strain gauges 
appear to be interchanged and the corrected values are marked with blue colour in 
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 the tables. The original results are not presented here, as they are gathered in 
Appendix B. 
Table 4.4. Strain measured at the transition between the box and the panels (E) at 35% Risø 
load. 

















 3  m -290 -290   70 210 1000    
 4  m -450 -450   20 290 1100  -490  
4.5m       900  -350 -900 
 5  m   50 -550 -550 100     900 -250 -750 
5m -550 -550 50 100 5m suction side corrected values 
 6  m -600 -600  220 230 1000   -650 
 7  m -790 -700  200 320  1050 -500 -710 
 8  m -800 -800  550   50   900   800 -430 -320 
 9  m -800 -950  700 150 1000   950 -450 -490 





Table 4.5. Strain measurements from pull Ecombined_070910 at 55% Risø load at the transition 
between the cap and the trailing edge panels (position E). 

















 3  m -500 -500 330 170 1800    
 4,5  m     1800  -600 -1700 
 5  m 300 -1000 -1000 App. 0  1700 -500 -1400 
5m -1000 -1000 300 App. 0 5m Suction side corrected values 
 6  m -1150 -1100 400 250 1800   -1250 
 7  m         
 8  m  -1500  -100  1550  -600 
 9  m  -1800   100  1800  -900 
10 m         
11 m         
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 Table 4.6.  Strain measurements from pull Ecombined_020110 and 010910 at point F (cap mid-
point) at 35% of the Risø load. 

















 3  m  -700   -800     700 690   
 4  m  -820   -880     750 750   
 5  m -1050 -1000     800 750   
 6  m -1100 -1000     800 800   
 7  m -1100   -880   600  30   900 750 -300 -300 
 8  m -1150    1000 900   
 9  m -1300 -1050     950 950   
10 m    100 -1000 -1100 600   950 950 -520 -180 
10m  -1100 -1000     100 600 10m Suction side corrected values 
11 m -1150 -1100   1000 900   
12 m -1200 -1100   1050 700   
 
Table 4.7. Strain measurements at the cap midpoint. (position F) from pull Ecombined_070910 
at 55% Risø load. 

















 3  m -1390 -1590     1200 1250   
 4  m -1600 -1650     1400 1400   
 5  m -1900 -1800    1450 1450   
 6  m  -2100 -1800    1500 1500   
 7  m -2100 -1750  1100 50 1600 1400 -600 -500 
 8  m -2100     1800 1600   
 9  m -2250 -1950       1750  1750   
10 m      50 -1800  -2000 1200 1750  1750 -250 -1050 
10m -2000 -1800 50 1200 10m suction side corrected values 
11 m -2100 -2000    1800 1750   
12 m -2100 -2000   1200 1900   
 
 
Two strain measurements both at position Es, the first in 8m and the next in 9m 
section, are marked with yellow. The measurement results from these are presented 
in  as they change from positive to negative (tension into compression) during the 
tests. 
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Figure 4.35. Strain measurements at the transition between the box and the trailing edge panels 
(position E). Pull Ecombined_070910 is presented at 55% Risø load and pull 
Econbined_020910 is at 35% Risø load. 
 
The strain measurements on the web at 35% Risø load are presented in . The 
notation N, O, L and M corresponds to the strain measurement placement on the 
web, see . At the root region, the strain in positions O and L are small compared to 
N and M.  This reflects the loading direction (combined, flap- and edgewise). 
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 Table 4.8. Strain measurements on the web at 35% Risø load  
Position N     Position O 
Distance     
3 m in  ‐700  680 ‐100     ‐25  180  45 
  
4 m in  ‐800  800 60     100  10  10 
  
7 m in  ‐800  590 10     250  ‐50  60 
  




3 m  ‐10  10 ‐140     700  ‐300  180 
  
4 m out  ‐160  50 ‐100     650  0  220 
4 m in  ‐200  135 ‐100     ‐450  0 
  
7 m out  ‐490  190 ‐250     680  ‐230  280 
7 m in  ‐400  210 ‐200     720  ‐275  250 
     
10 m out  ‐750  120 ‐350     400  ‐510  0 
10 m in  ‐510  280 ‐75     700  ‐410  180 
 
The strain measurements at the mid-point of the panels (position D) were taken at 
of the 35% Risø load, see . 
The strain measured on the suction side is significantly lower than on the pressure 
side. The strains on the pressure side panel have the same magnitude as on the cap. 
The small strain values at the suction side are in agreement with small 
deformations of the suction side panel, see , ,   and Apendix D.  
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 Table 4.9. Strain measurement at panel midpoint (position D) at 35% of the Risø load. 

















 3    m   -10  -10   100       5 1000   900  - 700 -250 
 3.5 m          950 -  720 -180 
3.75m       920 1050 -1000 -150 
 4    m   -50   ≈0  - 50  50   920  1050  - 900  100 
4.25m     1150   900   -975    ≈0 
4.5 m     1225   970   -850   -90 
4.75m     1000 1000   -790    ≈0 
5    m    30   65 -225 -40   850   900    -55 
5.25m     1000   900 -1000 -100 
6     m   -70 -15 -120 -10   850   790   -650 -200 
7     m   -55  -  60 -55   850   700   -600 -200 
8    m -110 -42 -  40  30   700   550   -320 -250 
9    m -120 -40 -  18  50   590   620   -310 -340 
10  m  -90 -  60  60   950   820   -450 -450 
 
The strains close to or at the trailing edge are presented for 35% Risø load. The 
strains in this region are of the same magnitude as at the cap, see ,  and . 
 
Table 4.10. Strain measurements on the panels close to the trailing edge at 35% Risø load. 

















 7    m   600  650   -700    250   850   800  -150 -1000 
 8    m   625 575   -400    -70   750   650 - 200   -500 
 9    m   600  600   -290 -200   600   700  -300   -420 
10   m   630  550  - 220  -275 1000    800    -370 
 
Table 4.11. Strain measurements at the trailing edge close to the root at 35% Risø load. 









 3   m   920     800    
 4    m   850 ≈0   750     -600 
 5   m   850     890  
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 Table 4.12 Strain measurements at the trailing edge from 7m section, 35% Risø load 
 Trailing edge 
 Suction side SG  
As [μS] 
Pressure side SG 
Ap [μS] 
 Outer    L Outer    L 
 7   m 680 800 
 7.5m 750 750 
 8   m 740 760 
 8.5m 780 710 
 9.5m  970 
10  m 790 950 
10.5m 800 850 
11   m 800 950 
11.5m 790 950 
12   m 790 900 
12.5m 800 870 
13.5m 690 790 
14.5m 720 820 
15.5m 700 880 
16   m  800 
22   m 450 500 
 
In order to present all measurements the strain at the trailing edge panel is 
presented as well, see  showing results for 35% of Risø load.   
Table 4.13. Strain measurements at the leading edge at 35% Risø load 
 Leading edge 
 H [μS] 
Outer    L 
H [μS] 
Outer    T 
 4    m -700 300 
 7    m -600 300 
10   m -650 250 
 16  m -400  
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 5. Summary 
This report presents tests carried out on a truncated blade from SSP technology A/S 
under a combined flap and edgewise load.  The blade was tested with 55 % of a 
Risø extreme load at angle of 30° from the flapwise plane in direction towards the 
leading edge. The load was applied to the suction side of the blade using a new 
loading technique. The newly developed loading method uses anchor plates and the 
loads were applied on the suction side only.  
The influence of the load adjustment was examined revealing that the deformations 
of panels and web were reluctant to follow (decrease) when the bending moment 
was reduced. The deflection measurements were repeated three times and 
compared to each other. These results showed that there was some variation 
between the first test performed after the blade has been rotated and the following 
ones. The results from the investigations indicate that the blade is not a perfectly 
elastic structure. It is suggested that the blade had been pre-deformed slightly from 
the loading direction it has been exposed to, and the adjustment of the shape to the 
current load case is included in the measurement. 
The local deformation of the trailing edge showed that in 10m section the blade 
was twisted first clockwise and then counter clockwise as the loads increased and 
that in 22m section the trailing edge deforms considerably.  
The transverse shear distortion phenomenon was examined and in the measured 
sections it was observed. The load will be increased in a forthcoming test to 
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7. Appendices 
 
A Measurement equipment and its placements 
 
B Strain and deflection measurement data 
 
C Acoustic Emission 
 
D Deformation of the sections 
 
E Extracting horizontal deflection 
 
F  Graph with repeated deflection measurements 
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Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 304_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 303_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 304_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 303_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 72_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 71_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 72_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 71_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)
SG 65_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 72_3 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 71_3 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)
SG 95_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 74_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 73_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)
strain measured @ 4[m] from root
Ecombined_30081014
 
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 74_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 73_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 74_3 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 73_3 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 116_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 115_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 116_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 115_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 161_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 162_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 161_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 162_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)
strain measured @ 4[m] from root
Ecombined_30081076


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 161_3 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 162_3 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 163_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)





















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 163_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 164_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 163_3 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 164_3 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)





















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 166_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 168_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 166_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 168_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)
strain measured @ 4[m] from root
Ecombined_30081082
 


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 166_3 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 168_3 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 117_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 117_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 308_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 307_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 308_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 307_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 254_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 255_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)
strain measured @ 4,5[m] from root
Ecombined_3008101
 




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 254_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 255_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 312_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 311_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 312_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 311_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 76_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 75_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 76_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 75_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 78_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 77_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)





















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 78_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 316_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 315_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 316_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 315_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 80_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 79_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 80_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 79_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 82_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 81_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)
strain measured @ 6[m] from root
Ecombined_3008109
 


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 82_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 81_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 52_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 51_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 52_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 51_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 54_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 53_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 54_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 53_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 83_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)
SG 83_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)























Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 84_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 83_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 84_3 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 83_3 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 86_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 85_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 86_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 85_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 86_3 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 85_3 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 128_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 127_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)
strain measured @ 7[m] from root
Ecombined_30081031
 



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 128_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 127_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 130_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)
SG 130_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 130_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 129_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 172_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 171_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 172_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 171_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 172_3 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 171_3 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)






















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 174_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 173_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 174_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 173_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 174_3 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 173_3 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 176_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 178_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 176_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 178_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 176_3 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 178_3 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)
strain measured @ 7[m] from root
Ecombined_30081057
 





















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 140_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 139_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 140_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 139_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 142_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 141_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 142_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 141_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 64_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 63_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 64_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 63_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 66_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 65_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 66_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 96_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 96_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 95_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 96_3 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 95_3 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 98_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 97_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)
strain measured @ 10[m] from root
Ecombined_30081046
 
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 98_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 97_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 98_3 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 97_3 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 182_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 181_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 182_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 181_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 182_3 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 181_3 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 184_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 183_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 184_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 183_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 184_3 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 183_3 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 186_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 188_1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 186_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 188_2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 186_3 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) SG 188_3 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)
strain measured @ 10[m] from root
Ecombined_30081066
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Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 1_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 2_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 41_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 41_2 (ECombined_010910.bin)





















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 3_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 3_2 (ECombined_010910.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 4_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 4_2 (ECombined_010910.bin)





















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 5_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 6_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 128_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 127_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)
strain measured @ 7[m] from root
ECombined_01091032
 

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 128_2 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 127_2 (ECombined_010910.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 130_2 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 129_2 (ECombined_010910.bin)




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 9_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 11_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 43_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 43_2 (ECombined_010910.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 297_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 299_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 132_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 131_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)
strain measured @ 8[m] from root
ECombined_0109109

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 132_2 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 131_2 (ECombined_010910.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 134_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 133_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)





















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 134_2 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 133_2 (ECombined_010910.bin)




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 13_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 15_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 261_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 236_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 60_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 59_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)





















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 60_2 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 59_2 (ECombined_010910.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 62_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 61_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 62_2 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 61_2 (ECombined_010910.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 92_2 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 91_2 (ECombined_010910.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 94_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 93_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 94_2 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 93_2 (ECombined_010910.bin)
strain measured @ 9[m] from root
ECombined_0109108
 
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 136_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 135_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 136_2 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 135_2 (ECombined_010910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 138_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 137_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 138_2 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 137_2 (ECombined_010910.bin)




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 17_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 19_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 267_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)























Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 140_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 139_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)





















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 140_2 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 139_2 (ECombined_010910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 142_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 141_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 142_2 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 141_2 (ECombined_010910.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 64_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 63_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 64_2 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 63_2 (ECombined_010910.bin)
strain measured @ 10[m] from root
ECombined_01091041
 
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 66_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 65_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 66_2 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 65_2 (ECombined_010910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 96_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 95_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 96_2 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 95_2 (ECombined_010910.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 96_3 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 95_3 (ECombined_010910.bin)





















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 98_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 97_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)























Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 98_2 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 97_2 (ECombined_010910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 98_3 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 97_3 (ECombined_010910.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 21_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 23_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 45_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 45_2 (ECombined_010910.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 182_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 181_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 182_2 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 181_2 (ECombined_010910.bin)
strain measured @ 10[m] from root
ECombined_01091056
 


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 182_3 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 181_3 (ECombined_010910.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 184_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 183_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 184_2 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 183_2 (ECombined_010910.bin)





















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 184_3 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 183_3 (ECombined_010910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 186_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 188_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 186_2 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 188_2 (ECombined_010910.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 186_3 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 188_3 (ECombined_010910.bin)





















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 269_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 271_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 25_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 27_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 273_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 275_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)





















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 29_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 31_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)





















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 277_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 279_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)
strain measured @ 12,5[m] from root
ECombined_01091018
 




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 281_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 283_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 285_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 287_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)





















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 289_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 291_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 35_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 47_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)
SG 47_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 99_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 99_2 (ECombined_010910.bin)























Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 281_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 283_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 285_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 287_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)





















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 289_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 291_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 35_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 47_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 99_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 99_2 (ECombined_010910.bin)
strain measured @ 16[m] from root
ECombined_01091024
 

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 101_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 101_2 (ECombined_010910.bin)















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 241_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 243_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 37_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 39_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 49_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 49_2 (ECombined_010910.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 103_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 103_2 (ECombined_010910.bin)





















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 105_1 (ECombined_010910.bin) SG 105_2 (ECombined_010910.bin)





















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 247_1 (ECombined_010910.bin)
strain measured @ 22[m] from root
ECombined_01091031
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Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 202_1 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 201_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 204_1 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 203_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 68_1 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 67_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 68_2 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 67_2 (ECombined_020910.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 112_1 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 111_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 112_2 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 111_2 (ECombined_020910.bin)
strain measured @ 3[m] from root
Ecombined_02091059
 

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 253_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 253_2 (ECombined_020910.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 151_1 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 151_2 (ECombined_020910.bin)
SG 151_3 (ECombined_020910.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 153_1 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 153_2 (ECombined_020910.bin)
SG 153_3 (ECombined_020910.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 152_1 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 152_2 (ECombined_020910.bin)
SG 152_3 (ECombined_020910.bin)















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 158_1 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 158_2 (ECombined_020910.bin)
SG 158_3 (ECombined_020910.bin)
strain measured @ 3[m] from root
Ecombined_02091067


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 113_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 70_1 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 69_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 70_2 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 69_2 (ECombined_020910.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 250_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 250_2 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 251_2 (ECombined_020910.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 206_1 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 205_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)
strain measured @ 4[m] from root
Ecombined_02091021
 





















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 208_1 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 207_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 257_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)
SG 257_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)





















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 256_2 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 257_2 (ECombined_020910.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 120_1 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 119_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 120_2 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 119_2 (ECombined_020910.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 122_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)
SG 122_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)
strain measured @ 5[m] from root
Ecombined_02091044




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 122_2 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 121_2 (ECombined_020910.bin)




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 210_1 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 209_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 212_1 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 211_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 124_1 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 123_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 124_2 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 123_2 (ECombined_020910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 125_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)
strain measured @ 6[m] from root
Ecombined_02091048
 


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 126_2 (ECombined_020910.bin)




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 214_1 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 213_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 216_1 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 215_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)





















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 218_1 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 217_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 218_2 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 217_2 (ECombined_020910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 220_1 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 219_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)
strain measured @ 7[m] from root
Ecombined_02091056



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 220_2 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 219_2 (ECombined_020910.bin)




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 132_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)
SG 132_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 132_2 (ECombined_020910.bin)
SG 132_2 (ECombined_020910.bin)




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 134_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)
SG 134_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 134_2 (ECombined_020910.bin)
SG 134_2 (ECombined_020910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 222_1 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 221_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)
strain measured @ 8[m] from root
Ecombined_02091052
 


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 223_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)
SG 223_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 56_1 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 55_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 56_2 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 55_2 (ECombined_020910.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 58_1 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 57_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 58_2 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 57_2 (ECombined_020910.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 88_1 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 87_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)
strain measured @ 8[m] from root
Ecombined_02091035




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 88_2 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 87_2 (ECombined_020910.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 90_1 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 89_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 90_2 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 89_2 (ECombined_020910.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 60_1 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 59_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 60_2 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 59_2 (ECombined_020910.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 62_1 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 61_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)
strain measured @ 9[m] from root
Ecombined_0209103
 




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 62_2 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 61_2 (ECombined_020910.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 92_1 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 91_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 92_2 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 91_2 (ECombined_020910.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 94_1 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 93_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 94_2 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 93_2 (ECombined_020910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 136_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)
SG 136_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)
strain measured @ 9[m] from root
Ecombined_02091013




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 136_2 (ECombined_020910.bin)
SG 136_2 (ECombined_020910.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 138_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)
SG 138_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 138_2 (ECombined_020910.bin)
SG 138_2 (ECombined_020910.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 226_1 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 225_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 228_1 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 227_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 230_1 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 229_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)
strain measured @ 10[m] from root
Ecombined_02091068
 

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 230_2 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 229_2 (ECombined_020910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 232_1 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 231_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 232_2 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 231_2 (ECombined_020910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 234_1 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 233_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 236_1 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 235_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 238_1 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 237_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)
strain measured @ 12[m] from root
Ecombined_02091074




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 238_2 (ECombined_020910.bin) SG 239_1 (ECombined_020910.bin)
strain measured @ 12[m] from root
Ecombined_02091075
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Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-9 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) ASM-100-10 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)
ASM-100-7 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)














Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)












Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-50-1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) NT-50-2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-50-4 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) NT-50-5 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)













Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-11 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) ASM-100-12 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-13 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) ASM-100-14 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)
deflection measured @ 4[m] from root
Ecombined_30081017
 















Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)















Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-50-3 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)













Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-3 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-100-1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)















Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-4 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)














Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-100-6 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) NT-100-5 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)
deflection measured @ 7[m] from root
Ecombined_3008105














Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-50-8 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) NT-100-4 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-17 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) ASM-100-18 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)















Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-15 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) ASM-100-16 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-5 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)















Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-100-2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)















Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-100-3 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)
deflection measured @ 9[m] from root
Ecombined_3008108
 
















Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-2000-8 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) ASM-2000-6 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)
ASM-2000-1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)















Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-50-9 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) NT-50-10 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)















Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-50-13 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) NT-50-14 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)














Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-19 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) ASM-100-20 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-21 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) ASM-100-22 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-6 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)
deflection measured @ 10[m] from root
Ecombined_30081026














Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-50-7 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-50-6 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)













Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-2000-2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) ASM-2000-3 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)
ASM-4000-1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-50-11 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) NT-50-16 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)
NT-50-15 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)















Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-2000-5 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) ASM-6000-1 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)
ASM-4000-2 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)
















Local bending moment  at 22m [kNm]
ASM-2000-7 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin) ASM-2000-4 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)
ASM-100-23 (ECombined_300810_cut.bin)
deflection measured @ 10,16 og 22[m] from root
Ecombined_30081030
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Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-9 (ECombined_010910.bin) ASM-100-10 (ECombined_010910.bin)
ASM-100-7 (ECombined_010910.bin)















Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-1 (ECombined_010910.bin)












Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-50-1 (ECombined_010910.bin) NT-50-2 (ECombined_010910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-50-4 (ECombined_010910.bin) NT-50-5 (ECombined_010910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-11 (ECombined_010910.bin) ASM-100-12 (ECombined_010910.bin)















Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-13 (ECombined_010910.bin) ASM-100-14 (ECombined_010910.bin)
deflection measured @ 4[m] from root
ECombined_01091017
 














Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-2 (ECombined_010910.bin)














Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-50-3 (ECombined_010910.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-3 (ECombined_010910.bin)













Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-100-1 (ECombined_010910.bin)















Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-4 (ECombined_010910.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-100-6 (ECombined_010910.bin) NT-100-5 (ECombined_010910.bin)
deflection measured @ 7[m] from root
ECombined_0109105



















Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-50-8 (ECombined_010910.bin) NT-100-4 (ECombined_010910.bin)













Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-17 (ECombined_010910.bin) ASM-100-18 (ECombined_010910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-15 (ECombined_010910.bin) ASM-100-16 (ECombined_010910.bin)














Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-5 (ECombined_010910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-100-2 (ECombined_010910.bin)














Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-100-3 (ECombined_010910.bin)
deflection measured @ 9[m] from root
ECombined_0109108
 



















Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-2000-8 (ECombined_010910.bin) ASM-2000-6 (ECombined_010910.bin)
ASM-2000-1 (ECombined_010910.bin)














Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-50-9 (ECombined_010910.bin) NT-50-10 (ECombined_010910.bin)














Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-50-13 (ECombined_010910.bin) NT-50-14 (ECombined_010910.bin)















Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-19 (ECombined_010910.bin) ASM-100-20 (ECombined_010910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-21 (ECombined_010910.bin) ASM-100-22 (ECombined_010910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-6 (ECombined_010910.bin)
deflection measured @ 10[m] from root
ECombined_01091026
















Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-50-7 (ECombined_010910.bin)













Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-50-6 (ECombined_010910.bin)













Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-2000-2 (ECombined_010910.bin) ASM-2000-3 (ECombined_010910.bin)
ASM-4000-1 (ECombined_010910.bin)













Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-50-11 (ECombined_010910.bin) NT-50-16 (ECombined_010910.bin)
NT-50-15 (ECombined_010910.bin)













Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-2000-5 (ECombined_010910.bin) ASM-6000-1 (ECombined_010910.bin)
ASM-4000-2 (ECombined_010910.bin)















Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-2000-7 (ECombined_010910.bin) ASM-2000-4 (ECombined_010910.bin)
ASM-100-23 (ECombined_010910.bin)
deflection measured @ 22[m] from root
ECombined_01091030
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Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-9 (ECombined_020910.bin) ASM-100-10 (ECombined_020910.bin)
ASM-100-7 (ECombined_020910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-1 (ECombined_020910.bin)












Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-50-1 (ECombined_020910.bin) NT-50-2 (ECombined_020910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-50-4 (ECombined_020910.bin) NT-50-5 (ECombined_020910.bin)













Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-11 (ECombined_020910.bin) ASM-100-12 (ECombined_020910.bin)















Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-13 (ECombined_020910.bin) ASM-100-14 (ECombined_020910.bin)
deflection measured @ 4[m] from root
Ecombined_02091017
 
















Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-2 (ECombined_020910.bin)














Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-50-3 (ECombined_020910.bin)















Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-3 (ECombined_020910.bin)















Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-100-1 (ECombined_020910.bin)














Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-4 (ECombined_020910.bin)














Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-100-6 (ECombined_020910.bin) NT-100-5 (ECombined_020910.bin)
deflection measured @ 7[m] from root
Ecombined_0209105













Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-50-8 (ECombined_020910.bin) NT-100-4 (ECombined_020910.bin)













Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-17 (ECombined_020910.bin) ASM-100-18 (ECombined_020910.bin)













Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-15 (ECombined_020910.bin) ASM-100-16 (ECombined_020910.bin)













Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-5 (ECombined_020910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-100-2 (ECombined_020910.bin)















Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-100-3 (ECombined_020910.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-2000-8 (ECombined_020910.bin) ASM-2000-6 (ECombined_020910.bin)
ASM-2000-1 (ECombined_020910.bin)














Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-50-9 (ECombined_020910.bin) NT-50-10 (ECombined_020910.bin)















Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-50-13 (ECombined_020910.bin) NT-50-14 (ECombined_020910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-19 (ECombined_020910.bin) ASM-100-20 (ECombined_020910.bin)













Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-21 (ECombined_020910.bin) ASM-100-22 (ECombined_020910.bin)













Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-6 (ECombined_020910.bin)
deflection measured @ 10[m] from root
Ecombined_02091026
 















Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-50-7 (ECombined_020910.bin)













Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-50-6 (ECombined_020910.bin)













Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-2000-2 (ECombined_020910.bin) ASM-2000-3 (ECombined_020910.bin)
ASM-4000-1 (ECombined_020910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-50-11 (ECombined_020910.bin) NT-50-16 (ECombined_020910.bin)
NT-50-15 (ECombined_020910.bin)














Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-2000-5 (ECombined_020910.bin) ASM-6000-1 (ECombined_020910.bin)
ASM-4000-2 (ECombined_020910.bin)














Local bending moment at 22m [kNm]
ASM-2000-7 (ECombined_020910.bin) ASM-2000-4 (ECombined_020910.bin)
ASM-100-23 (ECombined_020910.bin)
defletion measured @  10,16 and 22[m] from root
Ecombined_02091030
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Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 202_1 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 201_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 204_1 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 203_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 68_1 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 67_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 68_2 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 67_2 (ECombined_070910.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 112_1 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 111_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 112_2 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 111_2 (ECombined_070910.bin)
strain measured @ 3[m] from root
Ecombined_07091059
 
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 253_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 253_2 (ECombined_070910.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 151_1 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 151_2 (ECombined_070910.bin)
SG 151_3 (ECombined_070910.bin)















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 153_1 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 153_2 (ECombined_070910.bin)
SG 153_3 (ECombined_070910.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 152_1 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 152_2 (ECombined_070910.bin)
SG 152_3 (ECombined_070910.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 158_1 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 158_2 (ECombined_070910.bin)
SG 158_3 (ECombined_070910.bin)
strain measured @ 3[m] from root
Ecombined_07091067
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 113_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 70_1 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 69_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 70_2 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 69_2 (ECombined_070910.bin)





















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 250_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 250_2 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 251_2 (ECombined_070910.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 206_1 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 205_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)
strain measured @ 4[m] from root
Ecombined_07091021
 




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 208_1 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 207_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)





















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 257_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 256_2 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 257_2 (ECombined_070910.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 120_1 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 119_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 120_2 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 119_2 (ECombined_070910.bin)




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 122_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)
SG 122_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)
strain measured @ 5[m] from root
Ecombined_07091044




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 122_2 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 121_2 (ECombined_070910.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 210_1 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 209_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 212_1 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 211_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 124_1 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 123_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 124_2 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 123_2 (ECombined_070910.bin)















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 125_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)
SG 125_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)
strain measured @ 6[m] from root
Ecombined_07091048
 


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 126_2 (ECombined_070910.bin)
SG 126_2 (ECombined_070910.bin)




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 214_1 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 213_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 216_1 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 215_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 218_1 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 217_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 218_2 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 217_2 (ECombined_070910.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 220_1 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 219_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)
strain measured @ 7[m] from root
Ecombined_07091056


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 220_2 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 219_2 (ECombined_070910.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 132_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 132_2 (ECombined_070910.bin)




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 134_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 134_2 (ECombined_070910.bin)















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 222_1 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 221_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)
strain measured @ 8[m] from root
Ecombined_07091052
 
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 223_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)
SG 223_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 56_1 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 55_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 56_2 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 55_2 (ECombined_070910.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 58_1 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 57_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 58_2 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 57_2 (ECombined_070910.bin)




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 88_1 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 87_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)
strain measured @ 8[m] from root
Ecombined_07091035




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 88_2 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 87_2 (ECombined_070910.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 90_1 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 89_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 90_2 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 89_2 (ECombined_070910.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 60_1 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 59_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 60_2 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 59_2 (ECombined_070910.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 62_1 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 61_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)
strain measured @ 9[m] from root
Ecombined_0709103
 




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 62_2 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 61_2 (ECombined_070910.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 92_1 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 91_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)



















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 92_2 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 91_2 (ECombined_070910.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 94_1 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 93_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 94_2 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 93_2 (ECombined_070910.bin)





















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 136_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)
strain measured @ 9[m] from root
Ecombined_07091013




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 136_2 (ECombined_070910.bin)





















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 138_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)




















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 138_2 (ECombined_070910.bin)





















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 226_1 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 225_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 228_1 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 227_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)





















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 230_1 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 229_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)
strain measured @ 10[m] from root
Ecombined_07091068
 

















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 230_2 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 229_2 (ECombined_070910.bin)















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 232_1 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 231_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 232_2 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 231_2 (ECombined_070910.bin)















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 234_1 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 233_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 236_1 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 235_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 238_1 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 237_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)
strain measured @ 12[m] from root
Ecombined_07091074


















Local bending moment [kNm]
SG 238_2 (ECombined_070910.bin) SG 239_1 (ECombined_070910.bin)
strain measured @ 12[m] from root
Ecombined_07091075
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Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-9 (ECombined_070910.bin) ASM-100-10 (ECombined_070910.bin)
ASM-100-7 (ECombined_070910.bin)














Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-1 (ECombined_070910.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-11 (ECombined_070910.bin) ASM-100-12 (ECombined_070910.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-13 (ECombined_070910.bin) ASM-100-14 (ECombined_070910.bin)














Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-2 (ECombined_070910.bin)













Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-3 (ECombined_070910.bin)
deflection measured @ 5[m] from root
Ecombined_07091019
 













Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-100-1 (ECombined_070910.bin)















Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-4 (ECombined_070910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-100-6 (ECombined_070910.bin) NT-100-5 (ECombined_070910.bin)













Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-50-8 (ECombined_070910.bin) NT-100-4 (ECombined_070910.bin)















Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-17 (ECombined_070910.bin) ASM-100-18 (ECombined_070910.bin)














Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-15 (ECombined_070910.bin) ASM-100-16 (ECombined_070910.bin)
deflection measured @ 7[m] from root
Ecombined_07091021



















Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-5 (ECombined_070910.bin)













Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-100-2 (ECombined_070910.bin)
















Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-100-3 (ECombined_070910.bin)















Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-2000-8 (ECombined_070910.bin) ASM-2000-6 (ECombined_070910.bin)
ASM-2000-1 (ECombined_070910.bin)















Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-50-9 (ECombined_070910.bin) NT-50-10 (ECombined_070910.bin)














Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-50-13 (ECombined_070910.bin) NT-50-14 (ECombined_070910.bin)
deflection measured @ 10[m] from root
Ecombined_07091010
 














Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-19 (ECombined_070910.bin) ASM-100-20 (ECombined_070910.bin)















Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-21 (ECombined_070910.bin) ASM-100-22 (ECombined_070910.bin)














Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-100-6 (ECombined_070910.bin)













Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-50-7 (ECombined_070910.bin)














Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-50-6 (ECombined_070910.bin)

















Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-2000-2 (ECombined_070910.bin) ASM-2000-3 (ECombined_070910.bin)
ASM-4000-1 (ECombined_070910.bin)
deflection measured @ 16[m] from root
Ecombined_07091028
















Local bending moment [kNm]
NT-50-11 (ECombined_070910.bin) NT-50-16 (ECombined_070910.bin)
NT-50-15 (ECombined_070910.bin)


















Local bending moment [kNm]
ASM-2000-5 (ECombined_070910.bin) ASM-6000-1 (ECombined_070910.bin)
ASM-4000-2 (ECombined_070910.bin)
















Local bending moment  at 22m [kNm]
ASM-2000-7 (ECombined_070910.bin) ASM-2000-4 (ECombined_070910.bin)
ASM-100-23 (ECombined_070910.bin)
deflection measured @  10,16 and 22[m] from root
Ecombined_07091030






















































































  Fs  Ds Dp Fp















  Fs  Ds Dp Fp





















  Gs – Es Gs – A  Es ‐ A 
Global udbøjning [mm]  ‐1,07  ‐2,21  ‐1,14 
 
  Fs  Ds Dp Fp
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16m section 
 
  Gs – Es Gs – A  Es ‐ A 
Global udbøjning [mm]  ‐1,82  ‐13,4  ‐11,6 
 
  Fs  Ds Dp Fp
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 22m section  
 
  Gs – Es Gs – A  Es ‐ A 















Vandret på gulv.  Fra væg til f  a‐e  E g 
  4,95  0,68  0,36 
Lodret fra gulv  til a  til e  Til g 
  4,60m  3,95m  3,60m 
22m 
 
vandret  Fra væg til f  a‐e  e‐g 
  4,10  1,08  0,46 
Lodret fra gulv  til a  til e  Til g 




vandret  Fra væg til f  a‐e  e‐g 
  3,75  1,13  0,64 
Lodret fra gulv  til a  til e  Til g 




           
Nedenfor er vist fremgangsmåden og resultatet af  beregningen af den vandrette bevægelse samt størrelsen af 
den vandrette bevægelses indflydelse på den lodrette bevægelse. 
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∆ܻ ൌ ܮ௚ െ ටሺܮ௚ െ ܻሻଶ െ ∆ܺଶ െ ܻ 
 
Section 22m 16m 10m
X 4950 4100 3750
Lg 3600 3100 2350
L1 158,5 19,4 ‐25
Y 1150 512 167,5
vandret forskydning
∆X 27,4 ‐12,5 ‐28,8
korrektion for lodret udbøjning som følge af ∆X
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 F  Repeated deflection measurement graphs. 
 
Results of deflection measurements from pull Ecombined_300810, Ecombined_010910,  
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Risø DTU is the National Laboratory for Sustainable Energy. Our research focuses on 
development of energy technologies and systems with minimal effect on climate, and 
contributes to innovation, education and policy. Risø DTU has large experimental facilities 
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